INFORMATION

IMPORTANT MESSAGE! SYMPOSIUM ANNOUNCEMENT!

As the forthcoming Sixth International Reindeer/Caribou Symposium in Siberia in 1992 was officially cancelled in October 1990 it has been decided to combine this symposium with the planned Third International Muskox Symposium and thereby initiate a new series of symposia dealing with research, management, and utilization of both Rangifer and Ovibos.

FIRST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ARCTIC UNGULATES

will therefore take place in Greenland September 3 – 8 1991. This event will be hosted by the Greenland Home Rule Government and will be funded by the Danish Aage V. Jensen Charity Foundation and Finland, Sweden, and Norway.

The symposium on Arctic ungulates will have 3 days of session in Nuuk (capital of Greenland) dealing with Ecology & Behaviour, Physiology & Veterinary Science, Population Dynamics & Management, and Husbandry & Utilization. There will be no parallel sessions and most papers will be referred to poster presentations. Following the days in Nuuk you can choose to participate in an interesting and professionally pertinent excursion to Kangerlussuaq (Søndre Strømfjord) and be introduced to live Greenlandic Caribou and Muskoxen and their shared ranges adjacent to the Inland Ice.

By mid November all participants of the last Reindeer/Caribou Symposium in Sweden in 1988 will be receiving a letter informing about this new symposium in Greenland and you will be asked to respond immediately to the secretariat if you are interested in attending.

Further information on the First International Symposium on Arctic Ungulates can be obtained from: Symposium Secretariat, Danish Polar Center 34, Hauergade, DK-1128 Copenhagen K (phone: +45-33-158666, fax: +45-33-134976).

RANGIFER, SPECIAL ISSUES

Discount prices!!

Special Issue No. 1, Proceedings of the Fourth International Reindeer/Caribou Symposium, Whitehorse, Canada, 22–25 August 1985 (374 pages): NOK 100,-.

Special Issue No. 3, Proceedings of the Fifth International Reindeer/Caribou Symposium, Arvidsjaur, Sweden, 18–22 August 1988 (460 pages): Discount price for subscribers to RANGIFER: NOK 150,- (ordinary price NOK 250,-).

See Order forms in this issue of Rangifer.
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